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VOGT Hammer - powerful and multifunctional

 � Low weight - high impact
 � Optimal working position
 � Horizontal and vertical hand shaft

Gentle uncovering, complete compacting

Emission-free compacting in ditches and shafts

Accurate compaction work, even in narrow areas

Uncovering of cable- and pipelines

Tamping of exposed canals and cable bundles

Digging in heavy, stony soil and mineral concrete

Shaft clearances of service lines at junctions

Excavations for underpinning measures on buildings

Re-compaction at building walls and entrance platforms

Digging of head holes for the construction of the building introduction

Customer references
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XL-Set

Cut off soil Close cavities Adjusting tunnel walls

Effective underminingHorizontal hand shaft Uncovering connection cables

Civil engineering Basic-Set
The advantages

Fast tool change

Many application possibilities

Effective work by high power of impact

Ergonomic upright working position

Different stick lengths with large tool choice

Low air consumption enables use of 230 V compressors

Fatigue-free work due to low weight and vibration damping

2 years warranty on equipment and tools – made in Germany



VOGT TurboSpade - light and efficient

 � 18mm extra strong chisel input
 � High percussion power with only 6 kg
 � Vertical compaction and digging works

The powerful TurboSpade for heavy use

Underpinning and shaft connection work

Hand shafting in heavy, stony soil

Excavation for foundations and house connections

Breaking concrete, rock, asphalt and frozen grounds

Accurate compaction work, even in narrow areas

Excavation of perennials, penetration of root systems

Ramming in road markers and snow sticks

Decompacting and loosening of bonded and compacted soil

Compaction between slide rods and road caps

Customer references
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XL-Set

Vertical uncovering Breaking frozen groundCompacting in narrow areas

The advantages
Civil engineering Basic-Set

Loosen soil for suction dredgeBreaking asphaltLoosening mineral concrete

Fast tool change

Many application possibilities

Effective work by high power of impact

Ergonomic upright working position

Different stick lengths with large tool choice

Low air consumption enables use of 230 V compressors

Fatigue-free work due to low weight and vibration damping

2 years warranty on equipment and tools – made in Germany



SWARCO V.S.M. GmbH

GEOMINGemeinde
Fronreute

VOGT Hammer - VOGT TurboSpade

 � Compaction at a high level
 � Compatible with over 120 tools
 � Low weight - High impact strength

Special solution with 25° angled rammer

Round, rectangular and square compacting plates in  

different sizes are compatible when used for conventional  

compaction technology is not enough space. Tampers and  

Pipe compactors are used for compacting the lower pipe embedding 

of pipelines (according to DVGW W400-2). For these applications the

rammer is angled 25°, in order to be even better in the pipe gusset. 

Smaller pipes are compacted from above, large canal pipes from the side. 

Can be combined with all VOGT equipment handles.

Customer references
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Remove coatingsPrecise compaction Loosen seals

The advantages Angled rammer

Tamp the pipe gussetRemove varnishRelease adhesions

Fast tool change

Many application possibilities

Effective work by high power of impact

Ergonomic upright working position

Different stick lengths with large tool choice

Low air consumption enables use of 230 V compressors

Fatigue-free work due to low weight and vibration damping

2 years warranty on equipment and tools – made in Germany



Schwarzach

VOGT Air Lance VL 3,5

 � Facilitates hand excavation
 � Damage prevention and work facilitation
 � Cost savings due to reduced working time

Expose cables undamaged

Expose supply lines

Create exploratory shafts

Exposing and aerating of roots

Loosening of mineral concrete and soil

Blow out pavement and masonry joints

Cleaning mossed surfaces and exposed brickwork

Underpassing and uncovering of foundations

Dry cleaning of reinforced strip foundations

Sandblasting of surfaces, steel and reinforcement with additional equipment

Customer references
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Prevents expensive line damages

Dismountable air flow guide tube

Fast, effortless uncovering without pimples

Easy, fatigue-free and ergonomic operation

Swirling air stream protects hair roots from damage

Quick change of accessories for a wide range of applications

Various device lengths, extension tubes and nozzle attachments

Durable construction due to the use of aluminium and stainless steel

Blow out jointsSoil loosening Uncover roots

VOGT Air Lance Basic-Set

Create probing shaft Sandblast surfaces Remove waterlogging

The advantages



VOGT Air Lance - VOGT Blasting Lance

 � Simple and weight-optimized
 � Effective aeration processes
 � Working in different soil depths

Effective, ergonomic soil loosening

Due to complex environmental legislation, construction and environ-
mental protection measures are often required and decided during 
the planning phase. The Environmental Construction Supervision 
(UBB) is increasingly active as technical consulting and moni-
tors its implementation in the sense of legal environmental pro-
tection. The draft for the new DIN 18915 „Vegetation Technology in 
Landscaping - Soil Work“ is already available. One of the aims of the 
new DIN is to improve soil protection for all soil types in order to restore 
natural soil functions after construction work.

Soil compaction occurs, for example, on access roads caused by construction 
machines. If they are not removed, waterlogging occurs, suffocates microorganis-
ms and inhibits root growth. The soil is loosened by the VOGT Aeration Lance in a 
cost-saving and effective way, thereby the growth and the vitality of trees and sh-
rubs are promoted. The cavern filling with Terramol ensures a permanent absorption of 
water and oxygen. The balance between water, oxygen and nutrients is restored, allowing 
soil life to develop again.
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Straßen- und Tiefbau

Gottfried Schumacher Betriebe

www.g-s-b.de
G. Schumacher GmbH    G. Schumacher GmbH & Co. KG

Underfloor
compressor
Screw compressor opera-
ted by the vehicle engine up 
to 2,000 l/min.
Suitable for:
- VOGT Hammer
- VOGT TurboSpade

Insert the skewer into the desired working depth

Improvement of the soil capillary

Soil loosening through ventilation

Optional: introduction of soil additives

230 V electric
compressor
Ready for use at any construction site 
Robust and durable
2 pistons, pneumatic tyres,
Pico Paper Air Filter
Suitable for:
- VOGT Hammer
- VOGT TurboSpade

Compressed air via 
the brake system
Flexible for changing
on operation sites
Suitable for:
- VOGT Hammer
- VOGT TurboSpade

Petrol
compressor
Powerful and efficient
Independent of the power 
supply 
2 pistons, pneumatic tyres
Suitable for:
- VOGT Hammer
- VOGT TurboSpade

Hydraulic 
compressor
Integration into existing
Hydraulic system of constructi-
on machines and aggregates
Suitable for:
- VOGT Hammer
- VOGT TurboSpade

Screws
compressor
Specially designed for the
aeration and injections with air 
treatment and environmentally 
friendly compressor oil.
Suitable for all VOGT units.

Suitable compressed air supply



VOGT Baugeräte GmbH
Industriestraße 39
D-95466 Weidenberg
   +49(0)92 78-774 33-0
   +49(0)92 78-774 33-11
info@vogt-tec.de
www.vogt-tec.de
www.vogt-tec24.de
    facebook.com/vogtbaugeraete
    youtube.com/vogtbaugeraete Su
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Over 120 tools enable a wide range of versatility for the most diverse applications

Scraping Cutting

Break open Lay off joints

Scabbling Digging

Pile drivingCompacting

Further info brochures

Demolition
Restoration

Tiles 
Plaster

Insulation

Industry 
Cleaning

Underground,-
drain- pipeline
construction

Parquet
Floor coverings

Bitumen
Flat roof
Sealings
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Landscaping

Ventilation and

injection technique


